Discover
application
performance
issues before
your business
does with

Flowmon
APM
Satisfied users and customers are a core
business advantage. When applications
play a key role in their behavior, ensuring
the smooth running of critical systems is
a must. Facing this challenge, IT experts
benefit from Flowmon APM when
troubleshooting application issues and
driving user experience proactively.

Flowmon APM
Application performance
untangled

End-to-End
Visibility

Flowmon APM proactively monitors your business critical
applications from the end user perspective so you always
know how they stack up. With no agents on servers and
no changes in configuration you can discover application
availability issues, slow response times and performance
bottlenecks. Discover everything before they affect your
customers and employees.

Manage application delivery
chain from end to end for
each transaction. Distinguish
between network, application
and database issues and
optimize user experience.

Flowmon APM specializes in HTTP/S and database
applications and works at network level, which is the only
non-intrusive way of measuring real user experience. It
measures delays caused by the network, web application
and database and for every user, every transaction in realtime.
Malfunctional internal applications slow down the work
of employees, greatly impacting their productivity.
Flowmon APM saves costs on troubleshooting by directing
administrators to the right area of interest, provides hard
data for effective capacity planning and measures SLA
parameters of your 3rd party suppliers.
To measure application availibility and response times even
when no real users are active we offer APM Transaction
Generator - the easiest way of scheduled syntetic testing
and SLA reporting.

Master your application TODAY
Visit www.flowmon.com to download the free trial and
experience how Flowmon APM can help your organization
hands on. Get a powerful tool to:

No Intrusion
Flowmon APM does not affect
infrastructure or applications in
any way. It is agentless and fully
transparent on the network.

Immediate Value
The setup process allows
you to have running real user
monitoring in a matter of
minutes. Essential reporting
mechanisms and metrics come
off-the-shelf.

Ease-of-Use
Pre-configured set of tools and
reports are available through
the user-friendly dashboard.
Now everyone can understand
the output with the APM index,
a single number expressing the
overall performance of your
application.

 Unveil application performance issues faster
 Measure and report service level agreements (SLA)
 Get evidence data for capacity planning

“The Flowmon APM gives us the most cost
effective opportunity for monitoring our
applications. The biggest benefit of this
solution is that everything is done without
any changes or performance impacts on the
application-platform.”
Stefan Feller
Head of IT
Pharma Mall GmbH

www.flowmon.com

